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We created Spiritual Coloring Books with the Christian in mind. This delightful coloring book
features 30 floral illustrations, each with a quote from Jesus. The words of Jesus Christ are life
changing and timeless. Each illustration is printed on a single page with the reverse left blank.
So now you can:Spend time with God while coloringLearn Scriptures while you colorRelax and
have fun coloring

Book DescriptionEven Santa likes to color in this little stocking stuffer! Featuring 28 whimsical
holiday illustrations and art activities, this Color Christmas Coloring Book is perfect for taking
with you wherever you go! From jolly snowman and festive wreaths to decorated trees and Santa
Claus himself, each design is printed on a single side of high-quality, extra-thick paper to resist
bleed through.From the Back CoverChristmas Coloring FunEven Santa likes to color with this
perfectly-sized stocking stuffer! Take this portable little coloring book along wherever you go,
and you'll always be ready for a festive coloring experience. Twenty-eight wild and whimsical
holiday illustrations are perfect for decorating with markers, watercolors, colored pencils, gel
pens, or crayons. Each page is perforated for easy removal and display.Happy art making!
ThaneeyaPraise for Thaneeya McArdle:"Thaneeya McArdle has grown quite a following for her
fun coloring books that are just begging to be colored."—CleverpediaAbout the
AuthorProfessional artist Thaneeya McArdle is the author of more than 30 bestselling coloring
books from Design Originals. Thaneeya creates colorful art in a variety of styles - ranging from
abstraction to photorealism - with a special focus on creating vibrantly detailed art. Her artwork
hangs in private collections around the world, and can also be purchased on t-shirts, puzzles,
jewelry, coloring books, and more. Thaneeya shares her love of art at her popular art instruction
site, www.Art-is-Fun.com, with fun lessons and detailed information on drawing, painting and
mixed media. Her site has received over 58 million page views and counting. In addition to her
passion for art, Thaneeya also enjoys travel, photography, reading, and learning new things. To
learn more about Thaneeya and see her stunning work, visit www.thaneeya.com, or visit her on
Facebook (@thaneeya.mcardle) or Instagram (@artbythaneeya).Read more
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Debra Poore, “A good way to relax.. A very nice collection of pages with scripture for you to
color. I received my book promptly and have enjoyed the relaxation that comes from putting
pencil to paper. I think that colored pencils do a better job than crayons, but there is plenty of
pages so you can try out different techniques and different medium. The scripture verses would
also be easy to memorize as you complete each page.  This would be a good craft for kids too.”

T Simon, “My Wife The Little Artist!. My wife has taken up coloring and she really is enjoying the
Beauty and Scripture: Words of Jesus Coloring Book by Spiritual Coloring Books! Christian
Themed, Flower and Butterfly Coloring Books are her favorites to color! So she has me
searching a lot on Amazon for more coloring books like these. I have to say she does a great job
at coloring with the many colorful Gel Pens purchased from Amazon Prime. Thanks Again
Amazon for having Great Products! ”

Ebook Library Reader, “The only thing that would have made this better, is if it were spiral bound.
The only thing that would have made this better, is if it were spiral bound. Other than that it is
beautiful. I am addicted to this adult coloring craze and in particular the scripture designs. I find it
very relaxing to listen to my Bible app while coloring.”

Ana Duncan, “Lovely Coloring Book. Like my other Scriptures coloring book. I get them to have
a way to learn my Scriptures. it is a source of help for me. i have a hard time remembering and it
helps.  i recommend this book to anyone.”

OBlue, “Satisfied. Purchased as a gift. Lovely scripture and coloring pages to reflect on for
personal meditation. If using markers, it is best to use a liner such as an old calender or plastic
sheet (project covers) to prevent markers from seeping onto next colouring page. Will purchase
again.”

Rita Fennell, “Loving it!. Wonderful book! I just love coloring and the words of Jesus are just
great! The pictures are really nice and I'm really enjoying it. Thinking of getting some to give
friends for Christmas!”

sparky, “I love this coloring book. I love this coloring book. Lots of scripture and just the right
amount to color-not real intricate like some.”

Elena Goertzen, “Five Stars. Love these colouring books, they are good for the brain.”

The book by Marti Jo's Coloring has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 65 people have provided feedback.
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